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Writing:

Text: Oliver Twist

We will be focusing on:

• Creating atmosphere, and integrating dialogue to convey character and 
advance the action

• Selecting vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect the level of 
formality required mostly correctly

• Using a range of cohesive devices*, including adverbials, within and 
across sentences and paragraphs

• Using passive and modal verbs mostly appropriately

• Using a wide range of clause structures, sometimes varying their position 
within the sentence

• Using adverbs, preposition phrases and expanded noun phrases 
effectively to add detail, qualification and precision

• Using inverted commas, commas for clarity, and punctuation for 
parenthesis mostly correctly, and making some correct use of semi-
colons, dashes, colons and hyphens

• Maintaining legibility, fluency and speed in handwriting through choosing 
whether or not to join specific letters.

• Managing shifts between levels of formality through selecting vocabulary 
precisely and by manipulating grammatical structures

• Selecting verb forms for meaning and effect

• Writing with the correct level of formality

Reading:

Pupils should be taught to: 

maintain positive attitudes to reading and understanding 
of what they read by: 

• are structured in different ways and reading for a 
range of purposes 

• increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books, 
including myths, legends and traditional stories, 
modern fiction, fiction from our literary heritage, and 
books from other cultures and traditions

• making comparisons within and across books 

understand what they read by: 

• checking that the book makes sense to them, 
discussing their understanding and exploring the 
meaning of words in context

• asking questions to improve their understanding 

• drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ 
feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions, and 
justifying inferences with evidence 

• predicting what might happen from details stated and 
implied 

• summarising the main ideas drawn from more than 
one paragraph, identifying key details that support the 
main ideas 

• identifying how language, structure and presentation 
contribute to meaning 

• Recognise and understand words in context

English

Spellings:
• Ambitious Synonyms: Adjectives

• Homophones & Near Homophones: Nouns that end in -ce/-cy 
and verbs that end in -se/-sy

• Adjectives ending in -ant into nouns ending in -ance/-ancy

• Hyphens: To join a prefix ending in a vowel to a root word 
beginning with a vowel.

• Hyphens: To join compound adjectives to avoid ambiguity



Maths
We will be focusing on:

Decimals

• Three decimal places

• Multiply and divide by 10,100 and 1000

• Multiply and divide decimals by integers

• Division to solve problems

• Decimals as fractions

• Fractions to decimals

Percentage

• Fractions to percentages

• Equivalent FDP

• Order FDP

• Percentage of an amount

• Percentages – Missing values

Algebra

• Find a rule – 1 & 2 step

• Forming expressions

• Substitution

• Formulae

• Forming equations

• Solving 1 & 2 step equations

• Find pairs of values

• Enumerate possibilities



Project: Revolution
Driver Subject: History

Art & Design

We will be focusing on:

•Sir David Wilke

•William Morris

•Pre-raphaelite artists
Design Technology

We will be focusing on:

•3D models

Geography

We will be focusing on:

•Transportation links

•The Great Exhibition

History

We will be focusing on:

•Who were the Victorians?

•Rich and poor children

•Queen Victoria

•Victorian school activities

•How reliable are visual materials as a 
historical source? 

•Crime and punishment in Victorian 
Britain

•Victorian slums

•Daily chores

•The Industrial Revolution

•Victorian inventions

Educational Visit: Valance House

Are you listening, boy? What is 27 plus 45? Come on – faster now; we 
haven’t got all day! Find out about super-strict schools by travelling 
back in time to a Victorian classroom. Discover a time when great 
minds thought new thoughts and ingenious inventors created so 
many things we take for granted today. Let’s forge ahead to research 
a time when Victoria was Queen and Albert was Prince Consort. 
Asking why some people lived in slums whilst others prospered. 



Personal, Social & Health 
Education

We will be focusing on:

Celebrating Difference

• Am I normal?

• Understanding disability

• Power struggles

• Why bully?

• Celebrating difference

Physical Education:
We will be focusing on:
Dodgeball
Gymnastics

Religious Education
We will be focusing on:
What is the Qur’an and why is 

it important to Muslims?
• A sacred book
• Names of Allah
• A book of guidance
• Through the generations
• Why is it important?

Music:
We will be focusing on:
Listen & Appraise: 
Recognising styles, finding the 
pulse, recognising instruments 
and listening & discussing all 
dimensions of music
Musical Activities: 
Games 
Singing 
Perform and Share

Computing:
This unit you will:
Learning about algorithms for a game
Learn more effective algorithms
Using sorting algorithms
Creating algorithms

Spanish:
We will be focusing on:
• My daily routine
• Clothes
• Describing our clothes

Wider 
Curriculum


